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The answer to each Piece clue should 
be placed in the correspondingly-
numbered piece, one letter per square, 
starting in the numbered square. Each 
row (A-N) in the “tray” contains two 
answers placed side by side; their clues 
are given in order, but it’s up to you to 
determine the dividing point between 
answers. Use the Row answers and the 
pieces’ shapes to determine the proper 
location of each piece within the tray. 
You won’t need to overlap or rotate any 
pieces. Correctly placed, the 24 pieces 
will completely fill the tray.

PIECES

 1 Woman changed into a spider by 
Athena

 2 Skywalker ___ (George Lucas’s 
workplace)

 3 Deep-voiced amphibian
 4 Website addition
 5 NFL wide receiver with six Pro 

Bowl appearances (2 wds.)
 6 Leave the network (2 wds.)
 7 Where most Everest expeditions 

begin
 8 Bird also called an “erne,” 

especially in crosswords (2 wds.)
 9 Constellation known as the 

Chained Lady
 10 Entertain lavishly
 11 Necessity for “Tornado Alley” 

dwellers (2 wds.)
 12 Not 100% convinced
 13 Promised one
 14 Portrayer of Judge Smails in 

“Caddyshack” (2 wds.)
 15 Dispossess
 16 Second half of a doubleheader, 

generally (2 wds.)
 17 Best way to handle unstable 

explosives (3 wds.)

 18 News from an outside source?  
(2 wds.)

 19 Closely packed
 20 Fees paid at the outset
 21 1962 Billboard #1 single featuring 

space-age sound effects
 22 Something a feller might leave 

behind? (2 wds.)
 23 Shows signs of neglect (3 wds.)
 24 Two-door cars, often

ROWS

 A “___ Enchanted” (Newbery Honor 
book)

  The Roxy was one before it 
became a nightclub (2 wds.)

 B Broadcasting division that owns 
“60 Minutes” and “48 Hours” 
(2 wds.)

  Didn’t keep up one’s end
 C Carefully consider, with “over”
  “I have no objections” (3 wds.)
 D Deteriorates
  Automatic rifle’s sound (Hyph.)

 E Biblical location whose name 
means “place of the skull”

  Quantity in Einstein’s equation
 F Unit roughly equal to 28 grams
  They don’t let you go (2 wds.)
 G Get worse by going untreated
  Interstate pull-off (2 wds.)
 H Out of patience (2 wds.)
  Office documents
 I 1990 horror comedy with Kevin 

Bacon
  Orange-flavored cognac cocktail
 J One that’s on hand to talk?
  Stopped, as blood flow
 K Gleans (from)
  Like prisoners kept in dungeons
 L Sign of stagnation
  From an old Spanish kingdom
 M Like many Jonas Brothers fans
  “Will It Go Round in Circles” 

singer Billy
 N Boutonnière’s backdrop
  Old foes of the Texas Rangers


